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If you are planning of getting a new smart device or recent launched android gadgets then reading
the below article might create a feeling of jealousy in you. According to the rumors an Ice Cream
sandwich with a modernize conversion Sense UI on top has been released in the month of March.
And according to some information only few users of HTC smart phones would get a chance to try it
out without giving priority to any other person.

The HTC smart phones are released with an updated version of Android 4.0 especially for the HTC
Sensation and Sensation XE gadgets. Moreover same previews would be conducted in the coming
future with devices of HTC as confirmed by HTC. The HTC Sense interface would be customized
with an updated early Ice Cream sandwich and is the only version that is yet to be introduced
officially.

This new interface would show off enhanced typography, easy outlay, drop box incorporation and
many more. This is very bad news for many people that only the HTC Sensation XE @
http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/ users would get a chance for trying out the improved version
of Android 4.0 till it got released for the common public. There are many people that are raising
questions that can we are the part of those lucky users but the company has no answer for them.
This Android Ice Cream Sandwich is an amazing revision to Android for the smart phones. It is such
a big update that the some mobile makers are doubtful whether they update their devices with their
new version or not. LG was the first company who doubtful about their new version as the company
openly declared in the face book that it would not going to update its LG Optimus 2X Flagship.

LG tried to do the makeover by planning the ICS OS update for LG Optimus 2X moreover to its all
other LG smart phones. But it is not only LG there are many other leading phone makers who are
trying to update their gadgets with ICS. So among them HTC is the first smart phone company that
has become the vendor.

Check out the HTC top seller Handset â€“ htc sensation xe deals @
http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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Mark Boucher - About Author:
Mark boucher is expert telecom adviser and he writes articles on mobile. Get the right information
for mobile technology and we provides the best deals offers with a htc sensation xl deals and a HTC
sensation xe contract
Get the more info please visit - http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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